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We study a Josephson junction involving an inversion-asymmetric Weyl semimetal in presence
of time-reversal symmetric (TRS) or time-reversal symmetry broken tilt in the Weyl spectra. We
reveal that both types of tilts in the Weyl nodes lead to a Josephson 0-π transition and a zero bias
valley/chiral supercurrent. Strikingly, the TRS tilt gives rise to a pure valley Josephson current
(VJC) and TRS broken tilt induces a pure chirality Josephson current (CJC) in this system. The
VJC and CJC are the manifestation of valley symmetry broken and Z2 symmetry broken by the
respective tilt. We obtain the reversal of a pure VJC and pure CJC even in the zero bias condition
controllable by the junction length. Our analysis of controllability of valley and chirality dependent
transport in an inversion asymmetric Weyl semimetal junction could allow applications in valleytron-
ics and chiralitytronics, respectively. The tilt induced Josephson effect provides an alternative route
for supercurrent 0-π transition, different from the conventional ferromagnetism Josephson junctions
where the spin polarization is essential. In the long junction and zero temperature limit, VJC and
CJC are associated with a quantum anomaly which is manifested through a discontinuous jump in
the current in absence of TRS and TRS breaking tilts, respectively.

Introduction:- The recent discovery of Weyl fermions
in a number of materials draw intensive attention owing
to their novel physics associated with Weyl nodes1–10.
Weyl semimetals (WSMs) are gapless topological materi-
als whose low energy excitations are Weyl fermions, par-
ticles that play significant roles in quantum field theory.
The energy spectra show a pair of strongly degenerate
Weyl cones having opposite chirality separated in mo-
mentum space. The stability of Weyl nodes requires at
least time-reversal (TR) or inversion (IR) symmetry is
broken in the system. The minimal model of TR broken
WSM contains a single pair of Weyl nodes, whereas, an
IR broken WSM includes four Weyl nodes with total zero
chirality11,12. Chirality is an intrinsic property of Weyl
fermions and can be understood as the topological charge
of a Weyl node. The possibility to probe and manipulate
the chirality and valley of a WSM thus remains an im-
portant issue in this context. Several studies have been
devoted to such chirality and valley-dependent physics of
WSMs, recently13–19.

The topological nontrivial nature provides
promising transport properties of WSMs including
anomalous hall effect20,21, Andreev reflection22,23,
magnetotransport24,25. Josephson junction presents an-
other complementary route to investigate the anomalous
transport properties of topological superconductors.
Josephson junctions based on Dirac/Weyl semimetals
have been investigated26–29, recently. To date, most
of the experimentally discovered WSMs are inversion-
asymmetric which includes TaAs class of materials1–6.
The chirality of Cooper pairs is a well-defined property
in a Josephson junction of an inversion-asymmetric
WSM since an s-wave superconductor connects the Weyl
nodes of the same chirality15. This is different from the
TR-broken Weyl semimetals where BCS-pairing couples
two Weyl nodes of opposite chirality30.

The linear energy dispersion near Weyl nodes gener-

ally tilted along a certain momentum direction. The
Lorentz symmetry is spontaneously broken in WSMs by
the tilted dispersion31–34. Weyl fermions are categorized
into two types, type-I and type-II, depending on whether
the tilts exceed the Fermi velocity of electrons or not. Al-
though the tilts of Weyl cone does not change the topol-
ogy of the energy bands, it largely influences the quantum
transports30,35–41. One of the intriguing phenomena oc-
curs in a Josephson junction of TR broken WSM, where
Cooper pairs acquire an extra momentum due to tilt30.
This brings an unusual oscillation in the Josephson cur-
rent including Josephson’s 0-π transition.

Thus it is natural to ask whether tilt can lead to
anomalous effects in the Josephson junction involving
inversion-asymmetric WSMs. Particularly, whether tilts
can probe the chirality and valley physics of WSMs.
The chirality Josephson effect of an inversion-asymmetric
WSM has been studied in Ref.15, by introducing Zeeman
term. The gauge field due to the Zeeman term couples
anti-symmetrically to the spin. This causes a finite chi-
rality of Josephson current in the system. Here, we show
that tilt causes the chirality as well as the valley depen-
dent Josephson effects by shifting the Weyl nodes. No
magnetic/Zeeman term is required to explain this shift-
ing.

In this article, we study the Josephson effect of an in-
version broken WSM Josephson junction with proximity
induced s-wave superconductor. The interplay between
the tilts, valley, and chirality of Weyl nodes, and s-wave
superconductor resulting in unusual behaviors of a su-
percurrent through the junction. We find that tilt in-
troduces an extra phase in the current-phase relations
(CPRs). The tilt induced phase causes supercurrent re-
versal and Josephson φ junction in each valley and chiral-
ity sectors. The phase shift is controllable by the junction
length and doping, for a finite value of tilt. The current
phase relation is dominated by second harmonics in the
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supercurrent 0-π transition. The tilt-induced phase may
occur in absence of any magnetic term. Therefore, these
anomalous Josephson effects can exist in time-reversal set
up also. Furthermore, the tilt induced phase shifts the
current phase relations (CPRs) of opposite valleys and
chirality differently. The unequal phase initiates many
exotic phenomena. A finite VJC and CJC develop, re-
spectively, in presence of TRS and TRS broken tilts. A
pure VJC and CJC reversal are possible by tuning the
junction length, even in zero bias condition. In the long
junction and zero temperature limit, a singularity of VJC
and CJC when the tilt induced phase disappears signifies
a quantum anomaly of Cooper pairs.

Model Hamiltonian and setup:- Consider the gen-
eral low-energy Hamiltonian describing a single Weyl
node,

HW (q) = ~vtktσ0 + ~vF v̂i,jkiσj (1)

where vF is the Fermi velocity without tilt. σ0and
σj = σ1, σ2, σ3 are the 2 × 2 identity matrix and Pauli
matrices, respectively. v̂i,j is the anisotropy in the spec-
trum and χ = Det(v̂i,j) = ±1 determines the chiral-
ity of the given node. The quasiparticle momentum
components are ki and the momentum along tilt direc-
tion is kt. The energy dispersion of Eq.(1) is given by

E±(k) = ~vtkt ± ~vF
√∑

i,j ki(v̂v̂
T )ijkj = T (k)± U(k),

where T (k) and U(k) regarded as the kinetic and poten-
tial parts. The ratio vt/vF measures the tilt of the Weyl
cone. The Weyl cones are classified in type-I if T (k) <
U(k) (i.e., vt < vF ) and in type-II if T (k) > U(k)(i.e.,
vt > vF )31. Here, we restrict our study for type-I WSMs.

An inversion broken but TR preserved WSM has a
minimum of four Weyl nodes. The TR pair of Weyl
nodes have the same chirality and if one of them appears
at q then another must be at −q. The total chirality
is zero guarantees that there must be another TR pairs
of Weyl nodes with opposite chirality. The mirror sym-
metry relates the opposite chiral Weyl nodes by flipping
the sign of momentum along the mirror axis. The mirror
symmetry is very common in large numbers of inversion
asymmetric WSMs, specifically in TaAs, TaP, NbAs, and
NbP family3,42. At low energy the minimal model can
be written as a sum of four effective Weyl Hamiltonians,

HW =
∑
γ

∑
k Ψ†γ,kHγ(k)Ψγ,k with γ = 1, 2, 3, 4 level

the four Weyl nodes and Ψγ,k are the spinor wavefunc-
tions. The nodes 1 and 3 carry positive chirality while
nodes 2 and 4 carry negative chirality. Pair of opposite
chiral nodes i.e., γ = 1, 3 and γ = 2, 4 are related to
each other by a mirror plane perpendicular to the z-axis.
The linearized Hamiltonian at each Weyl nodes are given
(taking ~ = 1 and vF = 1),

H1(3)(k) = C1(3)kzσ0 + (kxσx + kyσy + kzσz) (2)

H2(4)(k) = C2(4)kzσ0 + (kxσx + kyσy − kzσz) (3)

We consider the tilting is along the transport direc-
tion (i.e., along the z-axis). We consider two types of
tilts, time-reversal symmetric (TRS) and TRS broken.

The TRS tilt coefficients Ci of positive and negative chi-
ral Weyl nodes are related to each other by C1 = −C3
and C2 = −C4, respectively. On the other hand, TRS
is broken if the tilt coefficients in each chirality sectors
are equal i.e., C1 = C3 and C2 = C4. Additionally, the
mirror symmetry: RzH(kx, ky,−kz)Rz = H(kx, ky, kz),
relates the tilt coefficients of opposite chiral Weyl nodes
by C2 = −C1 and C4 = −C3, in both cases. Rz is the
reflection operator about xy-plane. From now, we define
the magnitude of tilt in each Weyl node by C. The Hamil-
tonians in each chirality sectors are invariant under TR
operator T , i.e. [H±(~r), T ] = 0, in presence of TRS tilt.
The TR-operator reads T = −iσyK, where K denotes
the complex conjugation. Here, the positive and negative
chiral Hamiltonians are defined as, H+ = diag{H1, H3}
and H− = diag{H2, H4}. For an inversion symmetry
broken WSM, there exists an emergent symmetry opera-
tion U which connect the two chirality sectors by15, i.e.,
UH±(~r)U−1 = H∓(~r), in absence of tilt. The operator
U call the Z2 exchange symmetry and the operator reads
U = eiπσyτyRx/2, where Rx is the reflection operator
about yz plane. Now it is easy to check that, in presence
of mirror symmetry, the TRS tilt preserves the Z2 sym-
metry whereas the TRS broken tilt breaks this symmetry.
In appendix, we show that the tilting term appears with
an energy-dependent shift ∆kz in the momentum along
transport direction, where ∆kz = 2CE/(1 − C2). The
shift has an opposite sign in two Weyl nodes of the same
chirality, in case of TRS tilt. This is because the TRS tilt
breaks the valley degeneracy. In presence of TRS broken
tilts, the shift has opposite signs in the Weyl nodes of op-
posite chirality which is consequence of the Z2 symmetry
breaking.

We consider an inversion asymmetric WSM sandwitch
between two s-wave superconducting WSM. The super-
conductivity in WSM regions can be proximity induced
by superconducting electrode. The BdG Hamiltonian for
positive chirality sector is given by,

H+
BdG(φ) =

(
HBdG(φ) ∅
∅ H′BdG(φ)

)
(4)

in the Nambu basis (Ψ1,↑,Ψ1,↓,Ψ
†
3,↓,−Ψ†3,↑,Ψ3,↑,Ψ3,↓,

Ψ†1,↓,−Ψ†1,↑). Here, spin indices ↑,↓ and Ψγ,σ’s are annhi-

lation operators. The ∅ in the above equation is 4×4 null
matrix. The BdG Hamiltonian in Eq.(4) decouples into
two blocks. The diagonal Hamiltonian part HBdG(φ) is
given by,

HBdG(φ) = −iC∂zσ0ν0 − µ(r)σ0νz − i∂r · σνz
+∆s(r)eiνzsgn(z)φ/2σ0νx (5)

The 2 × 2 Pauli matrices νi (i = x, y, z, 0) acting on
particle-hole space. Here, ∆s(r) = ∆Θ(|z| − L/2) is
the pairing potential, φ is the phase difference and L is
the junction length; Θ(z) is the Heaviside function and
sgn(z) is the sign function. The chemical potential is
taken as: µ(r) = µSΘ(|z| − L/2) + µNΘ(L/2 − z). The
Hamiltonian H′BdG(φ) can be obtained by replacing C by
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FIG. 1. CPR of individual and total current. Josephson cur-
rent as a function of superconducting phase difference φ. We
fix C = 0.1, µN/∆ = 100 and current is expressed in unit of
eµ2

NW
2∆/~. Left panel displays the individual components

of Josephson current with L/ξ = 0.03π. Right Panel displays
the total Josephson current. The red and blue solid lines cor-
respond to L/ξ = 0.1π and L/ξ = 0.05π. These values of L/ξ
satisfying φt = 2nπ and φt = (2n + 1)π, respectively. The
brown purple dotted lines correspond to L/ξ = 0.07π. The
second harmonic Josephson current is shown by the black dot-
ted line which corresponds to the phase φt = (2n+ 1)π/2.

−C in Eq.(5), in case of TRS tilt. Thus the two blocks in
Eq.(4) become different i.e., HBdG(φ) 6= H′BdG(φ). How-
ever, these two BdG Hamiltonians become identical in
case of TRS broken tilt. Similarly, the BdG Hamiltonian
of negative chirality sector H−BdG(φ) is obtained by using
the Hamiltonian in Eqs.(2,3). The BdG Hamiltonians
of two chirality sectors are identical in case of TRS tilt
because it preserves the Z2 exchange symmetry. They
become different only in presence of TRS broken tilt(see
Appendix).

The energy dispersions relation in superconducting re-
gion are calculated by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian in
Eq.(5), and given by,

Es = Cqz ±
√

∆2
0 + (µs ± q)2 (6)

In the normal region, the energy dispersions are obtained
by diagonalizing the Hamiltonians of electron and hole
separately. The dispersion relations are given by,

Ee(h) = ±
√
q2
z + q2

p + Cqz − (+)µ (7)

where the subscripts e(h) denote the electrnlike (hole-
like) excitation spectra. The propagating wavevectors of
quasiparticles with incident energy E and transverse mo-
mentum kp are obtained from Eq.(7) and are given by,

qep(m) =
−C(µN + E) + (−)

√
(µN + E)2 − (1− C2)q2

p

(1− C2)

qhp(m) =
C(µN − E)− (+)

√
(µN − E)2 − (1− C2)q2

p

(1− C2)
(8)

with qp =
√
q2
x + q2

y. The electron and hole wavefunc-

tions in the normal region read,

Ψe
in(out) = eiqep(m)z

(
1 Qep(m) 0 0

)
(9)

Ψh
in(out) = eiqhp(m)z

(
0 0 1 Qhp(m)

)
(10)

where,

Qep(m) =
qpe

iθ

q± + qep(m)
;Qhp(m) =

qpe
iθ

q′± + qhp(m)
(11)

with q± =
√
q2
p + q2

ep(m) and q′± =
√
q2
p + q2

hp(m). To

calculate the Josephson current in the junction is to first
obtain the energy spectrum for the Andreev bound states
in the normal region. This is done by matching the wave-
functions at the two SN interfaces (z = 0 and z = L) in
the junction and solving the allowed energy values43,44.
The boundary conditions lead to an 8 × 8 matrix M
for the above eight scattering coefficients. The condition
det(M) = 0 initiate the non-trivial relation between the
Andreev bound state E with the superconducting phase
difference φ. In the short junction limit(L � ξ = 1/∆),
the discrete energy spectrum of ABS comes with energy
±E . These two states have opposite fermion parity. In
the case of TRS tilt the expression of E is given by:

E = −∆
√

1− C2

√
B
A

+
F
A

sin2 (φ+ φt)

2
(12)

in which the epressions of B, A and F are written explic-
itly as,

B = (QepQhm +QemQhp)
−(QepQhp +QemQhm) cos2(∆qL/2)

+
(QhpQhm + α4QepQem)

α2
sin2(∆qL/2)

F = (Qep −Qem)(Qhp −Qhm)

A = (QemQhp +QepQhm)

−(QemQhm +QepQhp) cos(∆qL) (13)

with ∆q = (qep − qem). The expression of phase φt is,
φt = 2µNCL/(1− C2). Two energy states ±E , crosses at
phase φ+φt = π. Similarly, the discrete energy spectrum
of BdG Hamiltonian H′BdG consists the energy eigenval-
ues ±E ′, which is obtained by replacing Qep ↔ Qhp,
Qem ↔ Qhm, α → 1/α, φt → −φt. The expresseion of
E ′ is given by,

E ′ = −∆
√

1− C2

√
B
A

+
F
A

sin2 (φ− φt)
2

(14)

Here, the ABSs of the two chirality sectors are equal be-
cause of the Z2 symmetry(see Appendix). The eigenval-
ues ±E of BdG Hamiltonian contribute the Josephson
current by the following relation,

I(φ) = −2e

~
∂E
∂φ

f(E) (15)

where f(E) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function. The
supercurrents from the two branches (opposite parity)
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FIG. 2. The total Josephson current Jtot at φ = π/2 as a
function of Josephson length with two different values of tilt.
The Purple dotted line and brown solid line correspond to
C = 0.05 and .1, respectively.

are in equal magnitude but differ in sign. Therefore, it is
sufficient to consider only the Josephson current from one
branch. The Josepson current of the system is obtained
by integrating out the transverse momentum,

J(φ) =
W 2

(2π)2

∫
I(φ)dqxdqy (16)

where, W is the dimension in both x and y-direction. We
define the total Josephson current as,

Jtot(φ) = J(φ) + J ′(φ) (17)

and valley Josephson current as,

Jvalley(φ) = J(φ)− J ′(φ) (18)

where, J(φ) and J ′(φ) are the Josephson currents de-
rived respectively from Eq.(12) and Eq.(14). Contrar-
ily, in case of TRS broken tilt, the BdG Hamiltonians
HBdG and H′BdG of a given chirality sector, are equal
which implies the energies E(φ) and E ′(φ) are degen-
erate. However, in this situation the ABSs of posi-
tive (E+(φ)) and negative (E−(φ)) chiralty sectors be-
come different as a consequence of Z2 symmetry break-
ing. By straightforward algebra we get, E+(φ) = E(φ)
and E−(φ) = E ′(φ). So, the total Josephson current
here Jtot(φ) = J+(φ) + J−(φ), has same expression as
in Eq.(17). The chirality Josephson current is defined:
Jchi(φ) = J+(φ)− J−(φ) and again has same expression
as in Eq.(18). However, in absence of mirror symmetry,
the currents Jchi(φ) and Jvalley(φ) will be different. Im-
portantly, the Josephson currents Jvalley(φ) and Jchi(φ)
vanishes in absence of TRS tilt and TRS breaking tilt,
respectively.
Total Josephson current:- We consider the BdG

Hamiltonian of the positive chirality sector in Eq.(4) in
case of TRS tilt. The TRS tilt induced phase φt breaks
the valley degeneracy and it appears with an opposite
sign in the currents J(φ) and J ′(φ). Thereby these
two currents become different i.e., J(φ) 6= J ′(φ). How-
ever, these two supercurrents are equal in absence of

TRS tilt. The presence of phase shift φt leads to an
anomalous Josephson current at zero- bias (i.e., φ = 0)
J(φ = 0) 6= 0, J ′(φ = 0) 6= 0. The system indeed re-
alizes the Josephson φ junction which is controllable by
the parameter φt i.e., by tuning the Josephson length
and doping for any arbitrary value of tilt. We define
an operator TBdG = −iσyKτ0, which relate the two
BdG Hamiltonians of a given chirality sector as follows:
TBdGHBdG(φ)T −1

BdG = H′BdG(−φ). As a result, the An-
dreev levels have the following symmetry: E(φ) = E ′(−φ)
and subsequently, the current satisfies J(φ) = −J ′(−φ).
Thus the total current Jtot(φ) is an odd function of φ
(Jtot(φ) = −Jtot(−φ)). On the other hand, the TRS
broken tilt induced phase φt breaks Z2 symmetry and
consequently it appears with an opposite sign in the cur-
rents J+(φ) and J−(φ). These two currents are equal in
absence of TRS broken tilt. An anomalous current also
occurs at zero-bias i.e., J+(φ = 0) 6= 0, J−(φ = 0) 6= 0.
The BdG Hamiltonians of two chirality sectors are re-
lated to each other by, SBdGH+

BdG(φ)S−1
BdG = H−BdG(−φ),

where the operator SBdG is the product of TBdG and
UBdG(see Appendix). Consequently, the Andreev levels
have the following symmetry: E+(φ) = E−(−φ) and the
current satisfies J+(φ) = −J−(−φ). Thus, the total cur-
rent Jtot(φ) = J+(φ) + J−(φ) is also an odd function of
φ.

We have shown the current phase relation (CPR) in
Fig.(1). The left panel of Fig.(1) displays the CPR of in-
dividual Josephson current components. The non-zero
value of zero-bias supercurrents (when φt 6= 0) indi-
cates that the system is in Josephson φ-junction. The
zero-bias supercurrent vanishes if and only if the tilt in-
duced phase φt = 0. Thus this zero-bias current only
occurs in presence of tilt30. The realization of anoma-
lous Josephson currents here are different from the earlier
studies45–51. The φ junction has been discussed mainly
in time-reversal broken system like in presence of Zee-
man field and spin-orbit coupling or in a junction of
SC-Ferromagnet-SC. The right panel of Fig.(1) displays
the CPR of total Josephson current (Jtot(φ)). Since the
current Jtot(φ) is an odd function, it always vanishes at
φ = nπ. The junction is in 0-state for φt = 2nπ and
corresponding current Jtot(φ) ∼ sinφ. Increasing or de-
creasing the phase φt gradually, the amplitude of super-
current decreases initially, and then increases eventually
with the complete reversion of the Josephson current at
φt = (2n+1)π. The junction is in π-state for these values
of φt. Thus the Josephson current 0 to π transition can be
realized by tuning the phase parameter φt both in TRS
tilt and TRS broken tilt. The red and blue solid lines in
Fig.(1) represent the Josephson 0 and π-junction, respec-
tively. The dotted curves representing the CPR other
than 0 or π Josephson junction. The Josephson current
0-π transition also evident from fig.(2). The total Joseph-
son current at φ = π/2 is plotted against the Josephson
length for two different values of tilt. The supercurrent
changes its sign with tuning the Josephson length for a
fixed value of tilt and phase φ. The CPR can generally
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FIG. 3. Valley/Chirality dependent Josephson current and to-
tal Josephson current (Jtot) as a function of SC phase φ. We
fix C = 0.1 and µN/∆ = 100. The red and blue solid lines dis-
play the current Jvalley/chi(φ), whereas, the green and brown
dotted lines display the current Jtot(φ). The red solid line
and greeen dotted line corresponds to L/ξ = .03π. The blue
solid line and brown dotted line corresponds to L/ξ = .06π.
The arrows are indicating the points where a pure VJC/CJC
occurs.

be expanded in Fourier series with all the harmonics as
follows: Jtot(φ) =

∑
n[Jn sinnφ + In cosnφ]. Since the

current Jtot(φ) in each chirality sector has time reversal
symmetry, all the coefficients In of cosine terms are zero.
The leading term of Jtot(φ) is sinφ and the presence of
higher harmonic terms causes an extra dip or peak in the
dotted curves for φ ∈ [0, π]. At φt = π/2, the current has
π periodicity and is dominated by the second harmonic
term sin(2φ). This is shown by black dotted line.

Valley/chirality Josephson current:- The break-
ing of valley degeneracy (by TRS tilts) and Z2 symmetry
(by TRS broken tilts) causes the striking phenomenon of
finite VJC (Jvalley) and finite CJC (Jchi), respectively.
However, these two currents share the same expression.
The valley/chirality current is an even function of φ,
i.e., Jvalley/chi(φ) = Jvalley/chi(−φ) and has 2π period-
icity in φ. This signifies that the Jvalley/chi(φ) exists at
φ = nπ where, the Jtot(φ) is identically zero. Thus a pure
VJC/CJC can be found at φ = nπ. This is one of the as-
tonishing results here. It is possible to transfer a pure val-
ley/chiral supercurrent across the junction. This could
have important implications in superconductor base val-
leytronics/chiraliytronics. An anomalous VJC/CJC also
persists at zero bias condition. Fig.(3) displays the total
and valley/chirality Josephson current for two different
values of φt. The maxima of |Jvalley/chi(φ)| and zero of
Jtot(φ) occur respectively at φ = nπ, indicated by ar-
rows. A pure VJC/CJC exists at these points of φ. The
zero-bias VJC/CJC is an oscillatory function of φt, given

as: Jvalley/chi(φ = 0) ∼ sinφt. Thus, a reversible pure
VJC/CJC at zero bias is feasible by appropriately choos-
ing the phase φt. However, these currents are reversible
and are possible to occur at any value φ. In Fig.(3), the
red solid lines get reversed into the blue solid line by
tuning the phase φt.
Josephson current in long junction and Quan-

tum anomaly:- The VJC and CJC are closely linked
respectively with the valley symmetry breaking and Z2

symmetry breaking in this system. We now explain how
the currents VJC and CJC are associated with the quan-
tum anomaly of Cooper pairs. In the long junction
(L � ξ) and zero temperature limit, the states deep in
the superconductivity gap (ε� ∆) have only significant
contributions to the Josephson currents52. The low en-
ergy excitations around a Fermi surface are described by
the helical model with Hamiltonian,

H = vF (qz +
CµN

1− C2
sz)sz (19)

with vF = (µ2
N − (1 − C2)k2

p)1/2/µN . The Pauli matrix
sz acting on two valleys in case of TRS tilt whereas it
acting on two chirality sectors in case of TRS breaking
tilt. The ABS spectrum of linear Hamiltonian of Eq.(19)
is given by53–55,

εη± = ±πvF
L

(n+
1

2
+
φ+ ηφt

2π
) (20)

where η = ±1 representing two valleys or two chirality
sectors. Compare to the short junction limit, the energy
levels here are unbounded and linear in φ ± φt. Each
excitation spectra are associated with a fermion parity
number n. The spectrum is invariant under the transfor-
mation φ + ηφt → 2π and n + 1 → n. Therefore, if the
phase φ+ ηφt is advanced by 2π, the system changes the
parity as if, an extra quasiparticle has been added to (or,
remove from) the system. At zero temperature, the two
energy levels of opposite parity close to the Fermi energy
plays the role. Once an eigenstate changes the parity,
it can’t relax back without changing the phase φ + ηφt.
Thus, the parity of an eigenstate is no longer a conserved
quantity in quantum dynamics. This is referred to as
fermion number parity anomaly53,54. The anomaly also
presents in a short junction. The Josephson current is
obtained by the method of Bosonization15,53–55. For a
given transverse momentum kp the current expression is
given by,

jη =
2πvF
L

(
φ+ ηφt

π
− sgn(φ+ ηφt − π)− 1) (21)

Different from the short junction, the supercurrent has
sign ambiguity and it occurs due to the change in slope
of ABSs at phase φ + ηφt = π (i.e., where an eigenstate
changes parity). Integrating out the transverse moemn-
tum, we find the total Josephson current at φ = π is,

Jη = η
2µ2

N

3L
(
CL
π
− sgn(C)) (22)
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Here, we neglect the contribution from the term C2. Thus
the valley/chirality Josephson current for small value of
φt is given by,

Jvalley/chi =
4µ2

N

3L
[
CL
π
− sgn(C)] (23)

The current in Eq.(23) shows a discontinuous jump when
C → 0. It is the failure of restoring fermion parity
when the symmetry breaking parameter φt sent to zero.
The discontinuity in the current signifies that the val-
ley and chiral Josephson current does not vanish, which
contradicts the valley and Z2 symmetry, respectively.
However, the current Jvalley/chi vanishes exactly when
C = 0. The anomaly of Cooper pair is thus associated
with valley/Z2 symmetry and somewhat analogous to the
mirror anomaly in Dirac semimetal56 or parity anomaly
in 2D Dirac fermions57. The quantum anomaly with
Z2 symmetry also proposed in a Josephson junction of
an IR-breaking WSM but in presence of Zeeman field15.
However, a quantum anomaly in both valley current and
as well as in chirality Josephson current can be realized
in presence of tilt.

Discussions and Conclusions:- In our theory, VJC
or CJC results from the breaking of the valley or Z2

symmetry of Weyl Hamiltonian by the tilt of the Weyl
cones. Therefore, our results are equally valid for spinless
WSMs58,59. Our theory could be verified in real WSMs
with inversion symmetry breaking, for examples TaAs,
TaP, NbAs, and NbP3,42. Among these, TaAs class of
materials are identified as type-I Weyl semimetals and
have linear energy dispersion in wide frequency ranges.

We now discuss the relevancy of our theory to experi-
ments. Considering, Fermi velocity of electrons vF = 106

m/s, C/vF = 0.1 and µN/∆ = 100, the position shift of
Weyl nodes is ∆kvalley/chi = 2× 10−3nm−1. We find the
tilt induced phase shift φt = 0.8, for a junction length
L = 400 nm. Thus, the phase has substantial value even
for a small tilt.

In summary, we find the tilting can lead to a Joseph-
son current 0-π transition and Josephson φ junction in an
inversion-asymmetric WSM Josephson junction. Impor-
tantly, these anomalous effects can be realized in time-
reversal invariant WSMs, also. The TRS tilts give rise
to a pure VJC whereas, TRS breaking tilts produce a
finite pure CJC which can exist even at zero bias con-
dition. Consequently, in the long junction and at zero
temperature, VJC and CJC are associated with a quan-
tum anomaly of Cooper pairs. A pure VJC and CJC
reversible can be realized by tuning the phase φt, which
means the reversible can occur by tuning the length L or
doping µN for a fixed value of tilt C of Weyl nodes. The
mechanism of phase shift in the Josephson current here is
completely different from the conventional ferromagnetic
Josephson junctions. The spin polarization is essential in
the latter case.

Acknowledgments:- I would like to thank S. A. Ja-
fari and C. Beenakker for useful discussions.

Appendix A: Analogy with Ferromagnetic
Josephson Junction

The Hamiltonian of a single Weyl node in presence of
tilt is given by,

H(k) = Ckzσ0 + (kxσx + kyσy + kzσz) (A1)

The equienergy surface equations of the above Hamilto-
nian are given by,

[kz −
CE

(1− C2)
]2 +

k2
x

(1− C2)
+

k2
y

(1− C2)
=

E2

(1− C2)2

(A2)

So, the Fermi surfaces are ellipsoids cetered at

(∓ C+E
(1−C2+)

, 0, 0). The following transformation,

k′z = kz −
CE

(1− C2)
, k′x =

kx√
1− C2

, k′y =
ky√

1− C2
,

E ′ =
E

(1− C2)
(A3)

transform the surface to a sphere in the new coordiations,

E ′2 = k′2z + k′2x + k′2y (A4)

From Eq.(A3), it is clear that the tilting term
renormalized a quasiparticle momenta with an energy-
dependent shift in the momentum along the transport
direction. For a TRS tilt, the momentum of time-reversal
pair Weyl nodes are shifted oppositely. Thus, a pair
of electrons at the Fermi surface acquire a net valley
momentum, ∆kvalley = 2CE/(1 − C2), at normal inci-
dence. Similarly, the shifting of momentum occurs in
the negative chirality sector with an equal magnitude.
In contrast, the momentum of opposite chiral electrons
is shifted in opposite directions in the case of TRS bro-
ken tilt. However, the shifting is equal and opposite in
presence of a mirror symmetry which results in a net chi-
ral momentum, ∆kchi = 2CE/(1 − C2). This is akin to
the ferromagnetic Josephson junction where the center
of mass momentum originated via the spin splitting15.
We have shown the momentum shift of Weyl nodes both
TRS and TRS broken tilt in Fig.(4). Blue and red circles
are representing positive and negative chiral Weyl nodes.
The positive chiral nodes 1 and 3 are shifted oppositely
by ∆kvalley, in momentum space in presence of TRS tilt.
Similarly, the negative chiral nodes 2 and 4 are shifted
oppositely by ∆kvalley. On the other hand, the positive
and negative chiral nodes are shifted oppositely by ∆kchi
in momentum space in case of TRS broken tilt. The net
chiral momentum and valley momentum shift give rise to
CJC and VJC in a Josephson junction involving inversion
asymmetric WSMs.
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1

23
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kz

kx

1

23

4
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FIG. 4. Momentum shift due to tilt of a inversion asymmet-
ric Weyl nodes with mirror symmetry. Blue and red circles
indicates Weyl nodes of positive and negative chiralities, re-
spectively. Right (left) panel shows the moementum shift of
Weyl nodes in case of TRS (TRS broken) tilt.

Appendix B: Scattering Wavefunctions, Andreev
Bound states, and Josephson current

1. TRS tilt

We consider the BdG Hamiltonian of positive chirality
sector in presence of TRS tilt. The matrix form of the
Hamiltonian is given,

H+
BdG(φ) =

(
HBdG(φ) ∅
∅ H′BdG(φ)

)
(B1)

The matrix form of HBdG is written as,

HBdG(φ) =

(
H1(k)− µ ∆(φ)

∆∗(φ) µ− T H1(k)T −1

)
(B2)

where ∆(r) = |∆|eisgn(z)φ/2. Here, we consider that
doping µs in superconducting region to be large i.e.,
µS � µN . The diagonalization of Eq.(B2) yields the
eigenvalues,

Es = Ckz ±
√

∆2 + (µs ± kz)2 (B3)

where first +(−) sign denotes the electronlike (holelike)
excitations while second +(−) sign denotes the conduc-
tion (valance) band. In the two superconducting regions,
the basis functions are,

φqe+(z) =
(
αeiβ1 0 e−iφt 0

)T
eik

+
sez

φqe−(z) =
(

0 eiβ2

α 0 e−iφt
)T
eik

−
sez

φqh+(z) =
(
0 eiφt 0 αeiβ2

)T
eik

−
shz

φqh−(z) =
(
eiφt 0 eiβ1

α 0
)T
eik

+
shz (B4)

where t ∈ {R,L} labels the superconducting pairing
phase on the left and right hand sides φL = −φ/2 and
φR = φ/2, respectively. Here,

β1(2) = arccos
[ E ∓ Cµs
∆
√

(1− C2)

]
(B5)

and

α =

√
1− C
1 + C

(B6)

The wavevectors k±se(h) are obtained from Eq.(B3) and

given below,

k±se =
±µs − CE ±

√
(E ∓ Cµs)2 − (1− C2)∆2

(1− C2)

k±sh =
±µs − CE ∓

√
(E ∓ Cµs)2 − (1− C2)∆2

(1− C2)
(B7)

The above expressions in Eq.(B7) of quasiparticles wave-
vectors takes the form k±se = ±(µs+Ω) and k±sh = ±(µs−
Ω), respectively for C = 015. Here, Ω = i

√
∆2 − E2 for

subgap energies E ≤ ∆, while Ω = sgn(E)
√
E2 −∆2

for E > ∆. To obtain Andreev bound states, We im-
pose the boundary conditions along ẑ, i.e., ΨL

S(z = 0) =
ΨN (z = 0),ΨN (z = L) = ΨR

S (z = L), where ΨL
S(z),

ΨR
S (z) and ΨN (z) are respectively the wavefunctions in

the left superconductor, right suerconductor and normal
reion. The wavefunctions in the three different regions
are written explicitly,

ΨL
S = t1φqe− + t2φqh−

ΨN = a1Ψe
in + a2Ψe

out + a3Ψh
in + a4Ψh

out

ΨR
S = t3φqe+ + t4φqh+ (B8)

Here, ti and ai (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are the scattering ampli-
tudes of quaiparticles (electron and hole) in three differ-
ent regions. The form of different components Ψe

in(out)

and Ψh
in(out) are given,

Ψe
in(out) = eikep(m)z

(
1 Qep(m) 0 0

)
Ψh
in(out) = eikhp(m)z

(
0 0 1 Qhp(m)

)
(B9)

where,

Qep(m) =
kpe

iθ

k± + kep(m)
;Qhp(m) =

kpe
iθ

k′± + khp(m)
(B10)

The wavevectors ki are given,

kep(m) =
−C(µN + E)±

√
(µN + E)2 − (1− C2)k2

p

(1− C2)

khp(m) =
C(µN − E)∓

√
(µN − E)2 − (1− C2)k2

p

(1− C2)
(B11)

where kp =
√
k2
x + k2

y, k+(−) =
√
k2
p + k2

ep(m), k
′
+(−) =√

k2
p + k2

hp(m) and θ = tan−1(ky/kx). The two boundary
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FIG. 5. Plot of ABSs in Eq.(B13) as a function of supercon-
ducting phase φ. We fix φt = 0 and φt = π in right and left
panel, respectively.

conditions leads to eight linear equations in the matrix
form MX = 0 where M is 8 × 8 matrix and X is the
coulmn vector containing the eight scattering coefficients.
The Andreev bound states are obtained by demanding
the nozero solutions of these equations or equivalently
from the condition det(M) = 030,43,44. Here we take
µN , µS � ∆ and concentrate on the short junction limit
L � ξ = ~v/∆. This allows us to neglect the contribu-
tions from the Andreev states Eb > ∆. In the short junc-
tion limit, the quasiparticles wave vectors are related to
each other by q3(4) = −q1(2). The condition det(M) = 0
lead to the following equation,

A cos2 β = B + F sin2 (φ+ φt)

2
(B12)

To obtain the above form, we take the assumption β1 '
β2 = β = arccos( E

∆
√

(1−C2)
). We obtain the ABSs with

energies ±E from Eq.(B12) and the analytical form is
given below.

E = ∆
√

1− C2

√
B
A

+
F
A

sin2 φ+ φt
2

(B13)

The analytical expressions of A, B and F are given in
Eq.(13). The two eigenvalues ±E have opposite fermion
number parity. We have shown the phase dependency of
ABSs in Fig.(5). At zero temperature and φt = 0, the
state E < 0 is filled up and the ground state parity is even
(odd). Now, if φt changes to π, the state switches parity
(at φ = 0) to odd (even). The Josephson current at low
temperature (T � ∆/kB , kB is the Boltzman constant)
is determined from the ABSs by,

I(φ) = −2e

~
∂E
∂φ

f(E) (B14)

where f(E) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function.
However, the current from two branches in Fig.(5) dif-
fer only in sign. The Josepson current is now obtain as,

J(φ) =
W 2

(2π)2

∫
I(φ)dqxdqy (B15)

where, W is the dimension in both x and y-direction. We
now consider the BdG Hamiltonian H′BdG in Eq.(B1).

The matrix form of H′BdG is given by,

H′BdG(φ) =

(
H3(k)− µ ∆(φ)

∆∗(φ) µ− T H3(k)T −1

)
(B16)

The Hamiltonian H′BdG is thus obtained by replacing C
by −C in Eq.(B2). The eigenvalues are given by,

E ′s = −Ckz ±
√

∆2 + (µs ± kz)2 (B17)

We similarly construct wavefunctions in three different
regions by replacing C by −C. This replacement effec-
tively leads to the followings subsitution: Qep ↔ Qhp,
Qem ↔ Qhm, α → 1/α, φt → −φt. The analytical ex-
pressions of A, B and F are remained unaltered. The
ABSs are given,

E ′ = ∆
√

1− C2

√
B
A

+
F
A

sin2 (φ− φt)
2

(B18)

The ABSs of negative and positive chirality sectors are
equal due to the Z2 exchange symmetry (see Eq.(C15)).
The total and valley Josephson currents are now given
by,

Jtot(φ) = J1 sin(φ+ φt) + J2 sin(φ− φt)
Jvalley(φ) = J1 sin(φ+ φt)− J2 sin(φ− φt) (B19)

The valley current Jvalley(φ) vanishes when C = 0.

2. TRS breaking tilt

We now consider the BdG Hamiltonian of positive
chirlity sector in presence of TRS breaking tilt. In this
case the diagonal Hamiltonian in Eq.(B1) are same i.e.,
HBdG(φ) = H′BdG(φ). However, due to Z2 breaking the
ABSs E+ and E− of negative and positive chirality sectors
are different. The ABSs for positive and negatie chirality
sectors are found to be equal E in Eq.(B13) and E ′ in
Eq.(B18), respectively. In absence of mirror symmetry,
the magntitude of tilt induced phase will be different in
two chirality sectors. In this situation, it can be shown
that E+ 6= E and E− 6= E ′. The Josephson currents in
this case are given by,

Jtot(φ) = J3 sin(φ+ φt) + J4 sin(φ− φ′t)
Jchi(φ) = J3 sin(φ+ φt)− J4 sin(φ− φ′t) (B20)

where φt and φ′t are tilt induced phase in positive and
negative chirality sectors, respectively. However, we have
not discuss this situation here.

Appendix C: Symmetry Analysis of Josephson
current

At low energy and considering the mirror symmetry,
the Hamiltonians of positive and negative chirality in
presence of a TRS tilt, are given by,

H+(r) = −iC∂zσ0τz − iτ0(∂xσx + ∂yσy + ∂zσz)

H−(r) = −iC∂zσ0τz − iτ0(∂xσx + ∂yσy − ∂zσz) (C1)
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whereas for a TRS broken tilt the above Hamiltonians
are written as

H+(r) = −iC∂zσ0τ0 − iτ0(∂xσx + ∂yσy + ∂zσz)

H−(r) = iC∂zσ0τ0 − iτ0(∂xσx + ∂yσy − ∂zσz) (C2)

The time reversal operator T = −iτxσyK, commutes
with the Hamiltonians in Eq.(C1) i.e., [H±(r), T ] = 0
whereas it does not commute with the Hamiltonians in
Eq.(C2). In addition there exists an symmetry operation

U = iτyσyRx (C3)

where Ry is the reflection operator about the yz-plane.
In absence of tilt, the opposite chiral sector follow the
symmetry: UH+(r)U−1 = H−(r). We call U as the Z2

(exchange) operator. The TRS tilt preserve the Z2 sym-
metry whereas TRS broken tilt breaks this symmetry.
Thus the TRS broken tilt breaks both the Z2 symmetry
and T simultaneously. However, the TRS broken tilted
system preserve the combined symmetry defined by the
product of T and U i.e.,

T UH+(r)(T U)−1 = H−(r) (C4)

The BdG Hamiltonian for the positive chirality sector is
given by,

H+
BdG(φ) =

(
HBdG(φ) ∅
∅ H′BdG(φ)

)
(C5)

in which the Hamiltonians HBdG(φ) is given by,

HBdG(φ) =

(
H1(r)− µσ0 ∆eisgn(z)φ/2

∆e−isgn(z)φ/2 µσ0 −H∗1 (r)

)
(C6)

and H′BdG(φ) is given by,

H′BdG(φ) =

(
H3(r)− µσ0 ∆eisgn(z)φ/2

∆e−isgn(z)φ/2 µσ0 −H∗3 (r)

)
(C7)

We define extended time reversal operator TBdG as,

TBdG =

(
−iσyK 0

0 −iσyK

)
(C8)

By using TBdG, we find for a TRS tilt,

TBdGHBdG(φ)T −1
BdG = H′BdG(−φ) (C9)

The BdG equation for the Hamiltonian HBdG(φ) is de-
scribed by,

HBdG(φ)ψn = En(φ)ψn (C10)

where En and ψn are eigenstate and eigenfunction la-
beled by an index n. By using Eq.(C9), the BdG equa-
tion Eq.(C10) can be transformed to

H′BdG(−φ)TBdGψn = En(φ)TBdGψn (C11)

From Eqs.(C10) and (C11), it is clear that HBdG(φ) and
H′BdG(−φ) have same eigenvalues which leads to the fol-
lowing symmetry,

En(φ) = E′n(−φ). (C12)
Using the formula for the Josephson current,

J(φ) = −2e

~
∑
n

∂En(φ)

∂φ
f(En) (C13)

one can find the following relation for the Josephson cur-
rent.

J(φ) = −J ′(−φ) (C14)

However, for a TRS broken tilt the Hamiltonians
HBdG(φ) and H′BdG(φ) are equal i.e., HBdG(φ) =
H′BdG(φ). Consequently, the Josephson currents are
equal i.e., J(φ) = J ′(φ). We now construct BdG Hamil-
tonian H−BdG(φ) in a similar way. It can be easily shown
that,

UBdGH+
BdG(φ)U−1

BdG = H−BdG(φ)

(C15)

holds for a TRS tilt with UBdG = diag{U ,U}. The
symmetry of Eq.(C15) leads to the symmetry in ABS
as E+

n (φ) = E−n (φ) and consequently in the Josephson
current as J+(φ) = J−(φ). Thus the chirality Josephson
current vanishes in this model system. In contrast, for a
TRS broken tilt, the symmetry of BdG Hamiltonian of
opposite chirality sectors is given by,

(T U)BdGH
+
BdG(φ)(T U)

−1
BdG = H−BdG(−φ) (C16)

The above symmetry in Eq.(C16) leads to the symmetry
in ABS as E+

n (φ) = E−n (−φ) and consequently in the
Josephson current as J+(φ) = −J−(−φ). Thus, J+(φ) 6=
J−(φ) which produces a finite chirality Josephson current
in this model system.
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